Frequently asked questions on the KCDB web platform

**QUESTION 1**  I am a TC Chair and notice in my Back Office for user accounts that there are user accounts for writers and institutes with the e-mail address extension “kcdb.fr”. Who uses these?

**ANSWER 1**  These generic writer accounts were created for the migration of data from the former to the present database. Each CMC has an “owner” represented by the last person that has updated, or created, a CMC. All CMCs belong initially to this generic user account.

*We do not recommend using these accounts, and they cannot be deleted for technical reasons.*

**QUESTION 2**  Is there a web site where I may test to write and review CMCs but which has no consequences on the official database?

**ANSWER 2**  A separate web platform dedicated for these kind of tests is accessible. Please contact your TC Chair for information.